Abstract
Introduction
Fairness is of important concern in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) in which resources are limited and channel condition highly dynamic. In unfair configurations [1] , not only is the traffic condition involved in resources sharing, but the relative location of nodes also affects the effective utilization of these resources. Therefore, it is difficult to manage resources in such situations. In wireless networks, for a successful transmission through direct link, coordination of both the emitter and the receiver is necessary. IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) provides a mechanism to fulfill such a requirement, but due to the difference between sensing range and transmission range, it becomes inefficient. Fairness issues are due to the inappropriate execution of DCF in ad hoc mode. The proposed solution, called Fair Wireless MAC (FWM), is based on DCF; we adapt it to operate in situations exhibiting fairness issues.
Fairness issues in DCF
In wireless networks, the transmission range r t defines the area within which a packet can be successfully received while the sensing range r s > r t defines the area within which a transmission can be sensed but the content may not 1 This work was supported in part by Région Réunion be received correctly. In DCF, when a node, contending for channel access, receives an erroneous frame that cannot be decoded, it defers its transmission of an Extended InterFrame Space (EIFS), slightly greater than 7 DCF InterFrame Space (DIFS), interval time instead of a DIFS. This is to protect ACK transmission. In an ad hoc network, all unfairness phenomena are due to the following cases or to a combination of them: (1) the unbalanced level of contention (or double contention area problem), illustrated by the three-pairs scenario in Fig. 1(a) , in which the middle flow undergoes more contention than the other flows. (2) the well-known hidden station problem, depicted in Fig. 1(b) , in which the traffic for the receiver D 0 (flow 0) is corrupted by the transmission of node S 1 (flow 1).
Design of a fair access method
Hidden station and unbalanced contention problems do not appear if the state of each node is propagated to its neighborhood. The state of a node is defined by the ongoing communication. Thus, the emitter is in a sending state. The receiver is in a receiving state, either it is the destination of the communication or not. Otherwise, no communication is present and the node is in the idle state. As the access method is carrier sense-based, the neighbors of emitter are aware of its sending state, thus this state is taken into consideration in the access method procedure itself. For instance, in the three-pairs scenario ( Fig. 1(a) ), the two side couples know when the center couple is transmitting. The problem resides in the receiving state of the node. Indeed, in a direct link ad hoc configuration, some neighbors of a node in receiving state are not informed of this situation. For instance, in Fig. 1(a) , node S 0 is not aware that node S 1 is receiving from node S 2 (because node S 1 cannot transmit while the channel is occupied by node S 2 ), and so is node S 2 for the transmission of node S 0 . The same observation is made in Fig. 1(b) for transmission from node S 0 . Thus, the missing propagation of node state involves the receiving state. Then, an incomplete knowledge of neighborhood activities may explain fairness issues.
The propagation of the receiving state of each node to its neighbors constitutes a natural way to fix the hidden station and the unbalanced contention issues. Request To Send/Clear To Send mechanism aims to ensure synchronization at MAC level. Once nodes are located out of the transmission range, this approach is no longer relevant. Thus, the receiving state of a node should be deduced by a simpler signal which is present along the duration of the communication. As this signal cannot be transmitted in the same channel as that used by the emitter, then it should require another channel. In this case, synchronization is done at the physical level. The signal on this signaling channel is of busy tone type (existence or absence of a signal). Thus, a node keeps on generating a signal as long as it receives data from other nodes and stops the signaling when the channel becomes idle. The node generates a busy tone signal even if it is not the destination of the packet in order to prevent an unadvertised node from starting a new communication.
In ad hoc configuration, the EIFS issue [1] leads to different waiting period start times of the transmitters. The proposed solution for this issue consists in equalizing the waiting delay. A synchronization signal is emitted when an EIFS delay is activated within a node. The implementation of this strategy in physical layer can be either an additional dedicated channel or use of the signaling channel with the signal type deduced from its duration. One notes that a short signal or an impulse is sufficient for the EIFS synchronization. All emitters in the neighborhood hearing this signal also defer their transmission by engaging an EIFS waiting period. However, a contending source can be located two hops away from the node that initially launches the signal. As in Fig. 1(b) , they are two hops away from each other. In this specific case, the unaware competitor will access the channel as it does not receive the signal. To deal with this situation, if a node that has just finished transmitting (an ACK, for instance, in the case of Fig. 1(b) ) receives an EIFS signal, it is likely due to its last sending, then it rebroadcasts the signal in such a way that the competitor being two hops away is aware of the situation.
Evaluation of the proposed solution
is used to measure fairness. A totally fair allocation has a fairness index of 1 and totally unfair allocation, a fairness index of 1 n where n is the number of flows. The evaluation results of the basic scenarios ( Fig. 1) are presented in Table 1 . x i represents the share of flow i, and σ, the standard variation of x i .
Case
Classical DCF FWM Fig. 1(a) The results show that the proposed solution FWM is efficient to provide fairness in the studied cases while ensuring a stable throughput. The fairness index in the two scenarios is close to 1, which expresses a fair allocation. In scenario Fig. 1(a) , the introduction of FWM can be viewed as constituting a single link. It is then obvious that bandwidth usage decreases by a factor of 2. That constitutes the well-known trade-off between efficiency and fairness.
Conclusion
This paper presents a simple Fair Wireless MAC (FWM) for IEEE 802.11-based ad hoc networks. The main advantages of FWM come from its simplicity and because it does not require additional computation capability. Also, it supposes no knowledge on the traffic or the topology and it does not rely on parameters others than that of IEEE 802.11, making it flexible for various configurations. The nature and operation of basic DCF are kept as only minor modifications are performed to which stability of the protocol is attributed. The main drawback of the proposed solution is the use of an additional signaling channel.
